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Heinemann USA, United States, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new
Book. In Learning Under the Influence of Language and Literature, Lester Laminack and Reba
Wadsworth demonstrated how to make the read - aloud a strong supporting structure for literacy
learning across the day. Now with Reading Aloud Across the Curriculum they reveal how the read -
aloud can strengthen students' abilities and achievement in other subject areas. Reading Aloud
Across the Curriculum is a practical guide to expanding your read - aloud instruction to accomplish
literacy - based goals in four key subject areas - math, social studies, language arts, and science.
You'll find strategic advice for planning thematic, content - driven units that use reading aloud to
scaffold understanding and increase engagement. Beginning with smart ideas for introducing
students to new content through picture books, Laminack and Wadsworth share ideas for
assembling themed sets of children's literature that help kids use the predictable structures of the
read - aloud to connect with new ideas. Then Reading - Aloud Across the Curriculum provides
suggestions for helping students do research that extends the knowledge they've gotten from
whole - class readings and build a bridge from literacy skills to...
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ReviewsReviews

The most e ective ebook i at any time study. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not di icult to understand. I am just pleased to let you know
that this is the finest publication i have read within my individual lifestyle and could be he finest publication for at any time.
-- Tania Mosciski-- Tania Mosciski

Simply no phrases to describe. It is amongst the most awesome pdf we have read through. Your life period will probably be transform as soon as you
complete looking over this publication.
-- Torrance Skiles-- Torrance Skiles
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